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(Instrumental Folio). Nine songs from the Andrew Lloyd Webber masterpiece: All I Ask of You *

Angel of Music * Masquerade * The Music of the Night * The Phantom of the Opera * The Point of

No Return * Prima Donna * Think of Me * Wishing You Were Somehow Here Again.
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I haven't picked up a flute for 50 years, but my family gave me a one for Christmas. Since I didn't

have music, I decided to order The Phantom of the Opera because at least I know the music. It's

been a week since I got the book, and it's amazing how quickly my skills are improving. At first I

could only blow air, but I was motivated to make a sound! I started with "Think of Me" and soon was

able to move on to the other songs in the book. The only thing I dislike about the book is that you

definitely need a piano accompaniment as there are lots of measures that are rests -- and playing

solo with most of these songs doesn't work. You might want to order the piano book, too. Still, I am

pleased to be playing my heart out in the privacy of my own home.

The only thing "bad" about this book is that it doesn't have a piano accompaniment book that goes

along with this. The songs are written perfectly and they're easy to perform too. This book is made

for a beginner looking to play some fun and well-known' songs.

Purchases as a birthday gift for my sister. She loved it! I even went back and purchased an



additional one for me. Fairly simple and straight forward notation - nothing too tricky in this book.

My daughter LOVES the music from Phantom of the Opera. This book of sheet music from her

favorite musical has been wonderful. She plays it all the time. While it might be easy for some flute

players, it was perfect for my daughter. So much enchanting music of the night!

The sheet music itself is great, but I wasn't expecting the book to look so used. In reality it probably

hasn't ever been used, but it looks at least 20 years old and the faded front cover is creased,

probably from being in storage for a long time.

Love this a lot! I mainly got it for "think of me" but I will now be pushing myself to learn the others

songs as well! The readability is fantastic; its seems durable as well!

Nice and easy arrangements, but not too easy. The arrangements actually sound like the songs too!

Love it!

Some songs have been transposed.I like to play along to my CD in order to keep on tempo, but a

few of these songs have been transposed. The difference in the key really bothers me, because I

know the songs so well.Otherwise, its a great product, with a great list of songs that are quite easy

and fun to play along to.
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